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售 后 服 务
SPECIFICATIONS
Transmitter:
Product Model: Darwin TX-Lite

Channels: 10

Models: FPV drone / fixed wing /helicopter / boat

Wireless frequency: 2.4GHz

Transmission power: <20 dBm

Range: 500 ～ 1500m (in the air)

Battery: 7.4v(18650)

Charging port: yes

Low voltage alarm: ＜ 6.6V

Temperature range: -10 ℃ ～ + 60 ℃

Color: Black

Dimensions: 174x89x190mm

Weight(Not With Battery): 186.5g

Weight(With 2S 18650Battery): 276.2g

Certification: CE , FCC

Receiver:
Product Model: Darwin RX-Lite

Color: Black

Data port: PPM/SBUS

Dimensions: 11x17mm

Body weight: 9g

Input voltage: 3.3-6V



售 后 服 务
TRANSMITTER NOTES



Battery: 7.4v 2S18650,Low voltage alarm: ＜6.6V

Type-C 5V 1A

售 后 服 务
THE BATTERIES INSTALLATION

售 后 服 务
TRANSMITTER BATTERY CHARGING



The steps below bind the trasmitter and receiver:售 后 服 务
BINDING

售 后 服 务
RECEIVER NOTES



1. Press and hold the receivers bind button and turn on the receiver.The

receivers status indicator will flash quickly when in bind mode.

2.Press and hold the transmitter BIND button,power on the transmitter.

3. When binding is successful the receivers status indicator will stop flashing.

4. Test to make sure everything works as expected.

1 x Darwin TX-Lite Transmitter
1 x Darwin RX-Lite Receiver
1 x Receiver Antenna
1 x 4Pin
4 x #28AWG 160mm
1 x Manual

售 后 服 务
I N T H E BOX

About Refunds: New/unopened/unused products purchased
directly from DarwinFPV can be returned unconditionally within 20
workdays, and the customer is responsible for the return shipping cost. If
the returned product is lost or opened for use, damaged or missing
accessories, it will not be unconditional Refund.

About Warranty: If DarwinFPV determines that the problem is not
covered by warranty, we will provide a discount for ordering new product
replacement, and do not support free replacement.

Cases not supported by warranty:
1. Drone crash or fire damage due to user operation error.
2. Damage caused by incorrect soldering, improper installation and use.
3. Damage caused by unauthorized modification of circuit and mismatch
of battery and charger.
4. Damage due to component aging or drone collision.

售 后 服 务
AFTER-SALES SERVICE
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